At half the cost, Generalized Survivable Networks (GSNs) can be configured to arbitrary mesh topologies yet allow full-survivability and dynamic traffic demand provisioning.
Figure 1. A four-node survivable dual-ring network.
place all their current static core equipment with intelligent optical network technology. 1 Despite all the advantages offered by the intelligent optical network, the very things that give ASON/ASTNs their flexibility make it difficult to guarantee their uninterrupted operation when traffic demand is changed. Simply said, the flexibility conflicts with the survivability requirement. To resolve the conflict, we have proposed a new network concept called the Generalized Survivable Network (GSN). [2] [3] [4] [5] The main conceptual framework for GSNs has already been defined and the computation modules are available for use. The GSN can be considered a generalization of the fullysurvivable dual ring network to the mesh-based arbitrary topology network. 5 The two important properties of the dual-ring network, full-survivability and dynamic traffic demand provisioning, are both preserved in a GSN. Furthermore, the mesh-based topology reduces the spare capacity required for protection and restoration and allows the network to scale much more easily. By incorporating the GSN into the intelligent optical network with the ASON/ASTN control layer, the core network can be guaranteed to be fully-survivable as well as able to meet any allowable dynamic demands.
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Figure 2. An optimal four-node fully-survivable GSN.
GSN is a generalization of the classical non-blocking network to the optical case. Here, it is assumed that-given the source node has the available outgoing capacity and the destination node has the available incoming-a path is guaranteed to be found. It is also assumed that, because of the capacity constraints at the input and output of each node, the traffic demands from one node to all the others must satisfy the input/output constraints. This is the foundation for capacity planning and routing assignment in GSN. The algorithms for finding the routing paths can be further classified into strictly, wide-sense, and rearrangeably non-blocking algorithms. By adding the full-survivability constraints onto the generalized non-blocking network, the GSN is formed. A rigorous mathematical formulation can be found that defines these networks' characteristics. 3, 4 In terms of cost, the following simple example illustrates how GSN can reduce the CAPEX of a core network. 5 It compares a four-node fully-survivable dual-ring network ( Figure 1 ) with a four-node GSN mesh network (Figure 2 ). Both can fully recover from any single fault and can support arbitrary traffic demands among all source-destination pairs. Table 1 shows a breakdown of the components required for the two networks. Excluding fibers (most of which are buried in the ground), the cost saving of GSN over dual-ring is almost 100%. The GSN architecture allows easy traffic redeployment and load balancing by service providers while guaranteeing full survivability of the network during reconfiguration. The simple four-node network example illustrates the cost advantages of a mesh-based GSN. Their design for arbitrary topologies is very difficult but the problem has been partially solved. 4 The GSN concept can be expanded beyond optical backbone networks such as ASON/ASTN and applied to networks running Internet Protocol (IP) and virtual private networks. This makes these architectures potentially, and deserving of further exploration. Some emerging issues within GSN include the need to develop a better understanding of the different classes of routing algo- 
